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Part 2-ሸምባረዲ  ደፍእድናዲ- Eulogy and Condolences 

Hyab T. Yohannes:  

 

EULOGY FOR TEKIE ALIBEKIT 1949 - 2023 

It is with deep sorrow that I write to honour Tekie Alibekit for his significant contribution to 

the continuity of our community and to mourn his passing into the hands of God.   

Tekie was born in 1949, to a family of subsistence farmers in a small village called Enchinaq 

in Eritrea. He attended primary school in Ashera from 1959 to 1965 and secondary education 

in Keren from 1965 until 1971. Upon completion, he worked for six years as a teacher and 

director at Lalmba School in Keren. Those who studied with him would say that Tekie was 

an exceptionally gifted student, mentoring many of his peers whilst also focussing on his own 

studies.  

In 1961, when Tekie was twelve years old, the Eritrean War of Independence commenced 

against neighbouring Ethiopia, and would continue for thirty years. The ongoing state of war 

was accelerating the destruction of Eritrean people and their culture and ways of life. In 1977, 

Tekie left Eritrea, settling in Norway, where he would stay for the remainder of his life, 

continuing his community work and quest for freedom. He forged strong friendships with 

academics and linguists, becoming respected and admired in his work and fields of expertise.  

Tekie Alibekit, writer, linguist, statesman, community leader and father, kept our languages 

alive, giving our own words back to us, by first helping to develop a written language, then 

standardising and teaching us how to use them. Language, the binding force of a community, 

gives us our unique perspective.  The words we choose to define our culture are the same 

words we choose to define ourselves. Tekie knew that when a language dies, the culture 

quickly follows, leaving members of that cultural group bereft and rootless. Language binds 

us together, providing a means of communicating that was uniquely ours. The loss of that 

language would precipitate a catastrophic decline, with the populace losing its distinctive 

sense of self. Our rich legacy of customs and traditions, which relied upon spoken words 

being passed down through generations, eroded when the words were taken away, replaced 

by languages inflicted upon us by a succession of conquerors.  Irreplaceable legacies, lost in 

translation. This loss is what Tekie tirelessly worked to prevent.  

A humble man, Tekie became a beloved community leader ‘in absentia’, using his visionary 

genius to transform the Blin people and their linguistic and cultural identity throughout the 

world.  Leading by example, his humility, compassion and empathy assured his position as 

beloved father-figure for the entire community. Tekie worked tirelessly for over four decades 

to safeguard the culture and rich heritage of the Blin people.  He supported our community 

radio shows, where he regularly inspired us to mend the damage that many years of 

involuntary displacement and inter-generational trauma had inflicted upon us. He co-

founded Daberi.org where he published messages of hope and stories of accomplishment and 

triumph, examples we could relate to and emulate. He had a highly developed social 

conscience and was regularly called upon to reconcile communities during community rifts. 

His quest for social justice was unmatched, as was his skill in achieving acceptable 

outcomes.  In a life punctuated with conflict and forced displacement, Tekie invariably 

focussed on peace and community building.   

https://daberi.org/
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I was merely one of the very many Eritreans in whom he took a personal interest. Over the 

last two years or so, Tekie mentored me from distance, encouraging me to fulfil the potential 

he saw in me, and providing me with options and alternatives I otherwise would have lacked. 

I cannot adequately express the gratitude I feel for the faith he expressed in me and the 

passion to achieve that he inspired in me.     

Tekie stood tall, like a lighthouse, offering a beacon of hope for scattered war-torn 

people.  He was the reference point where people would gather, providing a place of stability 

and sanctuary.  The light he shone upon us allowed us to believe that we could rescue our 

culture, preserving the best and learning from the rest. It is a rare thing to find a man who 

genuinely desires goodness for all who cross his path, who treats the displaced and 

dispossessed with the same kindness and consideration as he treated himself. Tekie was such 

a man and the world is a lesser place today for his absence.  

Hyab T. Yohannes 

30 Jan 2023 

 

 

Blina Shama UK: ሔቦ ክንሱራ ተኪኤ ዓልበኪት (1949-2023) 
 
ሓይስዲ ሕሹምዲ ክንሱራ ተኪኤ ዓልበኪትር ፊዄድ፡ ገሪኹዲክ ጐሀይንኹንኽር ብሸትንኹንኽር። ይናኽርዲ 
ይናዳንዲ ሓይስ ተኪኤ፡ ገቢለት ብሊናዂድ ዳበርኒል ኒሽጒልድ ተርሰ ቂርዲ ገርክዲ ኒአምርዲ ኒማልዲ 
ኒወክትዲ በቃቅጊ ተወሀትድ ኒ’ትልምሲ ፍሪል ገእሰ ብራ ክሰክ ሺባ ሓዳይስ ትልም ተለሙ ኒ’እርባና ለብድጊ 
ህንበኩ ይኑንሲክ፡ ኒ’እሰውሊ ድንጋሕድ ሓመድግኒሉ ምል ይኖ ዋንትኑ ጃቢቱዂ። 
ክንሱራ ተኪኤ 50 ኣመራ ጃብ ኒ’ክኒት ድጞ ደንቢ፡ ከረንሊ ክንስነስ ተርሰንትልድ ኒ’ክሪ- ፈንከል ኣኽራሲክ 
ክንስኒልድ ካረምላ። ብሊንዲ ብሊናርዲ ይናዓዳትዲ ጋብዲት ዳበርድኒል ኒበሀርድኻ ይና አውንናር እዲኒ-
ቀሓትድ አርእ’ስኒል፡ ኣሪ ገባይልዲ መጢትኖ ይናጋብድ ኣኽን ይናክቱብድ መደርኖኽር ሸፍሸፍኖኽር መታን 
ለምለም የግናኹ ለመለምዮ እና ናን ህንብና ቀሓትሊ ገእ ይኖ ክንሱራ ተኪኤ እሰኹ ገርዳ በሀር ኮት ግን። 
ክንሱራ ተኪኤ ብሊንድ ገሪ ክቱብ ሽፍሸፎ ደፍተሩዂ። ወጨማት እዲኒ-ቀሓትድ ኣከውሊ ብሊና ቲዃ ኣኾ 
ዲቢቱኹ፡ መሀርዱኹር መርሒኹር። ኒሰና ብሊና ህጃም፡ ጋብዲ ዓዳትዲት ናደርደርብድ እንኩራኹር 
ሓብረዲ አምርዲ እዋኹር ዳበሪ (Daberi.org) ይስታኹ ሓብረር ሰቀርዲ መገለይዲ ኒጨርዲክ ገበሮ፡ ዲማ 
መንደርታኹ ፈለኻዲ ዳኻጋኹ ወረበዲ በለላኹ ሰሙይዲ ገበሮ ደኩኹ። ብሊና ገበኢለትሊ ክንሱራ ተኪኤር 
ዶር በሀር ኣኾ ይና ህጃምሊ ዲመክ እልብርሱ መንደርትሮ ግን። 
 
ክንሱራ ተከኤር ክኺናርዲ እንጅብናርዲ ትክዲ ደገምሶ ድጙስተው ኣኽላ። ብሊን ላ’ናን እኽኖ፡ ላ’ሻሚል 
ሻሚትኖ ገረሰናዂ ደርብ የመሞ ስኩሱዂር ክንሲኹር መዀኹኽር። ሕሳንዲ እንከሊዲሲ መንደርትኖ ቂርዲ 
ገርክዲ ከደሙኹ። እምንድክ ግናይዲኻ ግናይ በሀርዲኻ በሀር ኣኾ ቂልስኹን ይጊ፡ ናትክሲ ዕባብድ 
ጂጝዲሱኽር ኮድጚሱኽር እርጉኹ። ኒቆልድ ኣኽን ኒግብርድ፡ ናትክሲ እንክሊዲ ተክልብዲሲ እኺርኺር 
ምኹርኖኽር ካቢኖኽር ተዓየቦ ደኩኹ። 
 
ንኪ ሓይስ ክንሱራ ተኪኤር ግሪል፡ እካ ወጨም ብሊና ሻማ እንግሊዝ ብሪዂ (Blina Shama UK) ኒፈክሲ 
አልብድሩንሲኽር ሓመድሩንሲኽር ሔቦ ይቶ እንከለቲ። ክንሱራ ተኪኤር ፊኹል ገሪኹዲክ ጐሀይሩንሲክ፡ 
ኒትኻ ጃር ጀነትሊ ከለብርኒት ኒጪወዲ ይና ገቢለትዲትኻ ኤማንሲ እውኒ። ተለይድሮኻ፡ ኒ’ፈላኺል ኒ’ፊነስ 
ግብርሊ እርግስኒል ናውክ ላት ተውሀትድ ከደምኖ ተዓየበቲ። 
 
እካ ወጨም ብሊና ሻማ እንግሊዝ ብሪዂ  
03/02/2023 
 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/167019546689718/user/100080253930855/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUE3OxqAMXfCBaMevp7wx5Wem6GWWpfeZZZn_PTf4pNFDgeo2u8P1VkTr-_A3NLlA8Df7p3MZ8MHdb5Z1lQBQdonAfW7Eoy0P70yeMi9f61kRZosBORPPGv2OSO0y1I6o5VbHXkwxFEQBWbW9lkGe4fXf-NHskHxw5E6zHGa6btmoPXP9SnHrTVwEENfwHJJFKfFccELXuXKzrKpqEcZVHOmFThpTOQxou5fTa7hI4wyA&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FDaberi.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0oC-RIdzbXgRhglTMSND-Sh5kIOFDriXr7NHMpy6ffuBT95l4ImZ_3BTI&h=AT0K8TC_ldDxCbMB5BpPtvxJYYmyvgtf4RP2B1mz6phqmUWiOmvs5NjOGPxB9G3XwI0zx-tvI1xWbs09KEk9EFVjL7lBM3hQfU8QDdWcAuF5i9S0cWISTlOwekhTN1H5HJqo&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2e-MUvUFweD2Oz-_TtiFWvCxo1pVaIa-rBneu9USQCBh0VYqRqBh2DKOtoeatL50dghhdmdFwIQkbnG7vn9oGl4MfRnMyQUQMbr9buUAVLfrpv4j6CGOCKEiCHnXVhkh5eYr42KqgKqjnZsmPwKlMZ_iwvS5a0HWQkltMFCBeEziL0WhLQj3BKyDXbVk1xeZ3fN5HeBXhQs5VFuNN_8wnfrp98x754PptAPUUL4AI5etxOxPJmbwpDFVhZb82D
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Zekarias Ginbot: 
 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/167019546689718/user/1075531529/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVtrwRLLrTjipbar3J2Iii73hCBK_47y6l3MyACNj7luKFF1MICzLwA3ni9nzEIDRiRm7fGOTwA3XDOScchE8AZeaW5tBzGHNXVqkyu5DC2NEVzMKHIzgr7-SDrVVKw6cMD7cIL-G-3MT_QztaS0XbkZ8ekVFENiYUNZETYIYVm80oNpWKLyxVV88K9rJRDnrweW_ipDCT8EPeYab0FDVZd&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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   Kbreab Tesfamichael 
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  Mewes Gebre Adm 

 


